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APPELLANT'S SUBMISSIONS

Part I: CERTrr'ICATION

I. I certify that this submission is in a form suitable for publication on the internet

CONCISE STATEMENT OF Tnn ISSUESPart U:

2. Whether the outgoing of $600,300 (CME Expenditure) incurred by the Trustee of

the Daylesford Royal Hotel Trust (the Trustee) in the year ended 30 June 2010 for

the acquisition of 18 Gaming Machine Entitlements (CMEs) was capital or in the

nature of capital and for that reason was not deductible under s 8-I of the Income Tar

Assessment Act 1997 (ITAA)

Whether the Gl\IE Expenditure, if capital in nature, was deductible over five years

PUTSuant to s 40-880(2) of the ITAA. In dispute is whether the exception to s 40-

880(2) deductibility, contained in s 40-880(5)(f), does not apply because s 40-880(6)

applies. Section 40-880(6) applies ifboth of the following were satisfied:

the GME Expenditure was expenditure which the Trustee incurred to preserve

(but not enhance) the value of goodwill; and

(2) the value to the Trustee of the GMEs was solely antibutable to the effect that

the GMBs had on goodwill

4. The Coriumissioner respectfully submits that the G^^re Expenditure was not

deductible punsuant to s 8-I by reason of being capital or in the nature of capital, and

was not deductible PUTSuant to s 40-880(2) by reason ofs 40-880(5)(f) because either
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one or both of the requirements set out in 131 above for the application of s 40-880(6)

were not met

SECTION 78B NOTICESPart 111:

5. No notice is required under s 78B of the 111dici(JIT ACi 1903 (Cth).

Part IV: CITATION

6. Administrative Appeals Tribunal (Tribunal): SlidipcQii Ply Lid tind Coinniiss!'one}.

of fomiio, ? (fom/10, !) [2017] AATA 2948.

7. Full Federal Court (Full Court): Coniniissioner of Taroi!'on v Shaipcan Ply, Ltd

120181 FCAFC 163.

Part V: NARRATIVE STATEMENT OF FACTS10

8. On 8 August 2005 the Trustee acquired a business trading as a hotel (the Royal

Hotel) for $1,025,000. The business derived revenue from accoTrunodation, sales of

meals and alcohol, gaining on 18 electronic gaining machines onsite, and wagering.

(Tribunal Reasons, [61 IABlll; Full Court Reasons, 1/1 IAB43], 131 IAB43j)

in 2005, gaining in Victoria was regulated by the Gambling Regulation ACi 2003

(Vic) (Gambling Act) which provided for the issue of both a venue operator's

licence and a gaming operator's licence. In relation to the Royal Hotel:

(1) The Trustee obtained a venue operator's licence.

(2) Tattersalls Gaining Pty Ltd (Tattersalls) held a gaining operator's licence

and so was parrnitted to own and operate gaining machines at the Royal Hotel:

s 3.42(d) of the Gambling Act. This licence was due to expire in 2012.

(3) The Trustee and Tattersalls entered into an agreement PUTSuant to which

Tattersalls owned and operated 18 gaining machines at the Royal Hotel.

(4) Tattersalls as the gaining operator derived revenue from conducting gaining

on 18 gaining machines. Tattersalls paid a percentage of its net revenue from

conducting gaining (that is, gross receipts less returns (payouts) to those

persons playing the 18 machines) by way of a fee to the Trustee.

(5) Tattersalls was required by s 3.66 of the Gambling Act to pay amounts from

the gaining machine income to the Trustee and to the Victorian Coriumission

for Gambling Regulation (Commission)

9.
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(Tribunal Reasons, 161 IABllj, PI IAB111,181 IABllj; Full Court Reasons, t41-

181 IAB43j-tAB441)

In 2008, the Victorian government announced a new regime to apply from 2012 for

gaining in Victoria, as a restilt of which a new Part 4A of Chapter 3 was introduced

into the Gambling Act to provide for GMEs to be allocated to oaming venue

operators. (Tribunal Reasons, 181 IABlll; Full Court Reasons, t561 Inns6j)

Each GME permitted the holder to acquire and conduct oamino on one machine. The

GMEs had a duration of 10 years from August 2012, extendable for two flirther years

under s 3.4A. 7 of the Gambling Act. GMEs could be traded and transferred under

s 3.4A. 3 of the Gambling Act. (Tribunal Reasons, rel IABllj, 191 IAB121; Full Court

Reasons, 1731 IAB61j)

The Trustee acquired 18 GMEs for $33,350 each as a result of a competitive auction

process held on 10 May 2010. The Trustee elected to pay for the GMEs minstalments

between May 2010 and 31 August 2016. The first instalvnent was paid in May 2010.

The remaining instalments were paid quarterly between 16 August 2012 and 31

August 2016. ' (Tribunal Reasons, 121 IAB8j; Full Court Reasons, 1301 IAB501)

The new arrangements resulted in the following changes for the Trustee:

(1) By the acquisition of the GMEs the Trustee secured for itselfthe right, which

it did not previously have, to itself conduct gaining at its hotel for a period of

ten years on and after 16 August 2012. (Tribunal Reasons, 181 tan1/1,191

IAB121, [101 IAB12])

(2) On and after 16 August 2012, the Trustee instead of Tattersalls derived the

income from the gaining machines. Tattersalls ceased to conduct gaining at

the hotel and to derive income therefrom, and ceased to pay coriumissions to

the Trustee. (Tribunal Reasons, 191 [an121; Full Court Reasons, 1191 IAB47],

1221 IAB481)
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' The evidence as to payment was that $10,000 paid by the Trustee to the State to participate in the auction
was credited to the amount payable for the GMEs. A further $50,030 was paid in May 2010, $60,030 was
paid on 16 August 2012 and further amounts of S30,015 were payable quarterly until31 August 2016. The
Trustee sold the Royal Hotel on 9 November 2015 and PUTSuant to the contract of sale, the purchaser
assumed responsibility for paying the instalments after 9 November 2015. The Tribunal and the majority in
the Full Courtinaccurately recite the amounts of the May 2012 and 16 August 2012 instalments. (Tribunal
Reasons, 121 IAB81; Full Court Reasons, 1301 IAB501; cf Full Court Reasons, [2681 [AB1071,1271] IAB108]
per Thawley I). Nothing turns on the inaccuracy
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(3) The Trustee engaged PVS Australia Pty Ltd (PVS) to administer the gaining

operations at the Royal Hotel PUTSuant to an agreement dated March 2012 in

consideration for a fee per gaining machine. This required PVS to provide

18 gaining machines (which PVS acquired from Tattersalls), and to undertake

audit and other compliance activities. (Tribunal Reasons, 191 IAB121; Full

Court Reasons, [201 IAB47j, 1270(3)] IAB1081)

(4) The Trustee was obliged to make monthly payments of tax to the Commission

PUTSuant to s 3.66A of the Gambling Act. The payments were calculated by

reference to the average revenue per GME: s 3.6.6A(7). (Full Court Reasons,

1221 IAB481, 1270(2)l tus 1071)

(5) The Trustee made the payments for the GMEs under the deferred payment

ternis untilNovember 2015.

On 9 November 2015, the Trustee sold the Royal Hotel business, including the

GMEs, for consideration of $2,453,000 plus $40,000 for stock, to Jamcoe Pty Ltd

(Jamcoe). Jamcoe assumed liability to make the remaining quarterly payments

owing to the State of Victoria in respect of the GMEs. (Full Court Reasons, 12711

IABi081)

The Respondent is a beneficiary of the Daylesford Royal Hotel Trust (the Trust) and

was presently entitled to 100% of the net income of the Trust for the 2012 income

year. The Coriumissioner disallowed the Respondent's objection for the 2012 income

year and included in the Respondent's taxable income the net income of the Trust,

being $139,901. If the GME expenditure was deductible either in funorider s 8-I

whenincurredin 2010, or over five years under s 40-880, the netincome of the Trust

for the 2012 year will be nil. (Tribunal Reasons, 1/1 tan 71; Full Court Reasons, 1391

tABS21)

The above facts were not in dispute between the parties.

P art Vl: ARGUMENT

Firstlssue: Submission - the majority of the FullCourt erred in holding that the GME

Expenditure was an outgoing on revenue account. The Full Court ought to have held

that the CME Expenditure was an outgoing of capital or of a capital nature and
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therefore not deductible under 8-I of the ITAA'

17. The basis of the decision of the majority of the Full Court that the GME Expendittire

was on revenue account Involves a departure from accepted doctrine. The

consideration by the majority of the need for the outgoino to be met out of or

recouped from the daily earnings of the business as the, or the substantive, factor for

detemnining that the character of the outgoing is on revenue account is a fundamental

error of general principle. Their Honour's reliance upon BP Allstrdfid v FCT (1965)

1/2 CLR 386 involves a misapplication of that decision. It is submitted that the

dissenting judgment of Thawley J is correct

app/iconon of 831abl!^hedprincjp/es

The test for determining the characteris atton of an outgoing is set out in SIIn18.

Newspapers Limited v Federal Commissioner of TarQiion (1939) 61 CLR 337 at 359

and 363 per DIXon I:

"The distinction between expenditore and outgoings on revenue account and

on capital account corresponds with the distinction between the business

entity, structure, or organization set up or established for the earning of profit

and the process by which such an organization operates to obtain regular

returns by means of regular outlay, the difference between the outlay and the

returns representing profit or loss. ...

There are ... three matters to be considered, (a) the character of the advantage

sought, and in this its lasting qualities may play a part, (b) the manner in

which it is to be used, relied upon or enjoyed, and in this and under the fonner

head recurrence may play its part, and (c) the means adopted to obtain it; that

is, by providing a periodical reward or outlay to cover its use or enjoyment

for periods coriumensurate with the payment or by making a final provision

or payment so as to secure future use or enjoyment. "

In Hallstroms Proprietary Limited v Federal Commissioner of Taxation (1946) 72

CLR 634 at 648, Dinon I stated:

"What is an outgoing on account of capital and what is an outgoing on

account of revenue depends on what the expenditure is calculated to effect

from a practical and business point of view, rather than upon the juristIC
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classification of the legal rights, If any, secured, employed or exhausted in

the process. "

It is submitted that o1T the application of the principles set out In Silli Ne\\, spnpe/. s and

H(Instio!?is to the facts (t81 - 1141 above), the GME ExpenditLire was an outgoing of

capital or of a capital nature.

In respect of the first of the three considerations identified by DIXon I in SIIn

Newsp, IPers, from a practical and business point of view, the advantage sought and

achieved by the GME Expenditure was the acquisition of GMEs which were created

and allocated to the Trustee PUTSuant to Part 4A of the Gambling Act. The GMEs

authorised the holder to acquire and operate gaining on gaining machines in an

approved venue: s 3.4A. 2 of the Gambling Act. They were capable of being assigned

and were for a period of 10 years with a right to be extended for a further 2 years:

s 3.4A. 7(I) in Division 3 of Part 4A of the Gambling Act. Their acquisition by the

Trustee secured for it one of the statutory requirements necessary for it to conduct a

gaining business: s 3.4A. I of the Gambling Act. The character of the advantage

sought and achieved by the GME Expenditure was one of capital. The Glvres formed

part of the structure through which the Trustee carried on its business. ' Their

acquisition did not occur as part of the process by which the business was operated

to obtain regular returns by means of regular outlay

In respect of the second of the three considerations identified by DIXon J in Sun

Newspapers, the GMEs were used, relied upon and enjoyed by the Trustee as

providing one of the statutory authorities it required in order to operate a gaining

machine business. The statutory authority which the GMEs conferred could be

enjoyed by the Trustee for a minimum period of I O years, The manner of use and

reliance upon the GMEs by the Trustee was as an enduring component of the

structure of its gaining business, and not as a part of the process by which the gaining

machines and other regular business activities were operated or undertaken to

generate the income of the business.

In respect of the third of the three considerations identified by Dixon I in SI{n

Newspapers, the means by which the GMEs were obtained was by a one-off

acquisition for a fixed price, payable upon election by the Trustee in instalments. '

20

21.
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' CfAusNei 710"sinission Growp Pty Lid, FCT (2015) 255 CLR 439 at 474 t731 per Gageler J
' Greenwood ACJ, Full Court Reasons, 1301 IAB501; Thawley I at 12681-t2691 IAB1071
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There was no regularity by which the TTListee incurred the GME Expenditure. '

It follows that the GME Expenditure was capital or in the nature of capital. The

relevant business of the TTListee was a hotel business which generated revenue from

providing accommodation, selling meals and alcohol, conducting gaming on gaining

machines, and wagering. The GME Expenditure did not occur as part of the regular

process by which that business operated to produce income. It was a one-off

outgoing, albeit payable in instalments, that was incurred in order to acquire GMEs,

which on and after 16 August 2012 were a necessary component of the profit making

structure of the Trustee's business: Thawley J, Full Court Reasons, t2801-t2861

IABlllj-INBI141; of Greenwood ACJ at [1371-[1401 IAB761-IAB77]. Without the

GMEs the Trustee was not authorised to conduct gaining on gaining machines. The

GMEs were intangible assets, capable of being bought and sold, that conferred

required statutory entitlements in relation to the conduct of gaming on gaining

machines for a minimum period of 10 years. The GMEs were not acquired by the

Trustee as part of any process which it operated to obtain regular returns from regular

outlays. The income earning activities of the Trustee did not involve the sale of

GMEs. The GMEs were acquired and held by the Trustee as part of its capital. In the

circumstances the GME Expenditure, which secured the GMEs for the Trustee, was

an affair of capital and therefore not deductible under s 8-I(I) by reason of 8-I(2).

Erroneoz!s conclusions at law by the mayority, of the Full Court

Greenwood ACJ, with whom MCKerracher J agreed, accepted that there were factors

which pointed in the direction of the GME Expenditure being a capital outgoing: Full

Court Reasons, 11391 IAB77j. However, Greenwood ACJ relied substantially upon

two seemingly related and overlapping matters to agree with the conclusion of the

Tribunal and to find that the GME Expenditure was on revenue account:

(1) first, there was a relationship between the "threshold of earnings" and the GME

Expenditure and its quantification' in that there was "relativity between the cost

of the GME and the capacity of the business undertaking to fund the acquisition

out of future revenue (cash flows), while maintaining an acceptable rate of return

in the business";7

24
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5 CfBP A"s!,. aim v FCT(1965) 112 CLR 386 at 400
6 Full Court Reasons, [1521 IAB801; see also 1146]-t15/1 IAB781-IAB801
7 Full Court Reasons, t1461 IAB78j
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(2) second, the cost of securing future earnings for the going concern of the hotel

business would need to be, and was, recouped out of, in effect, every day's

trading across all facets of the integrated business and especially out of gaining

Full Court Reasons, 11451 IAB781, 11541 IAB801, 11761-t1781revenues

IAB861-

It is submitted that Greenwood ACJ erred

The reasoning by Greenwood ACJ involves a fundamental error of principle. The

character of an outgoing is not revealed by a consideration of the manner in which

the outgoing is to be met or how it is to be funded. Nor is the character of an outgoing

revealed by whether there is relativity between the amount of the outgoing and the

capacity of the business undertaking to fund the outgoing out of future revenue. The

decision to undertake capital expenditLire in the course of a business undertaking will,

at least in the case of the prudent decision maker, invariably involve considerations

as to whether the cost of the outgoing may be expected to be met out of future

revenues and otherwise how the outgoing may be funded.

It is the character of the advantage sought by the making of the expenditure that is

"the chief, if not the critical, factor in detennining the character of what is paid': GP

International Pipecoaters Pty Ltd v Federal Commissioner of Taration (1990) 170

CLR 124 at 137; Mon"tl, " Mines Lid, Commitsi, "," of rayon^" (1992) 176 CLR

141. The "character of expenditureis ordinarily determined by reference to the nature

of the asset acquired ...": GP InternqtionalPjpecooters, ibid

The advantage sought and obtained by the GME Expenditure was the Trustee's

acquisition of the GMEs. The GMEs were intangible assets, created PUTSuant to

statute, that were capable of belno bought and sold. MaterialIy, they conferred on the

Trustee the right, which it did not otherwise have, to conduct gaining at its hotel for

a period of 10 years after 2012. The GMEs were not purchased by the Trustee, and

the GME Expenditure was not incurred, for the purpose of on-selling or otherwise

trading in GMEs. The Glvrss were purchased to be held by the Trustee for as long as

it sought to conduct gaming, which the GMEs authorised, as part of its hotel business.

It is the character of the GMEs which the GME Expenditure secured which

detennines the character of the expenditure. That character was capital.

The reliance by Greenwood ACJ upon the need for the Glvre Expenditure to be met

out of daily earnings wrongly conflates the character of the advantage sought by the

26.
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making of the expenditure with the manner in which the expenditure is to be funded.

His Honour's reasoning represents a departure from established authority and does

not properly address the issue of characteris ation raised by s 8-I(2) which requires a

conclusion to be drawn as to the character of the advantage sought by the expenditure

Here the GME Expenditure acquired for the Trustee the statutory entitlements which

it required to conduct its trading activities of gaining for a period of I O years. The

fact that the expenditure is to be met or recouped out of daily Garninos does not reveal

the character of the assets acquired by the expenditure.

A consequence of Greenwood ACJ's incorrect reliance upon the two matters referred

to above was the failure to properly characterise the GME Expenditure by reference

to the character of the GMEs in the hands of the Trustee, the acquisition of which

was the advantage sought and obtained by the expenditure: Full Court Reasons, 11501

IAB791, of 11391 IAB771. The reasoning of Greenwood ACJ at Full Court Reasons,

11791-t19/1 IAB861-IAB89j wrongly ignored the statutory rights secured by the

expenditure and the relationship of those rights to the profit-making structure of the

Trustee's hotel business.

So far as Greenwood ACJ' sought to rely upon BP Australia, his Honour's reliance

involves a misapplication of the decision. On the facts of that case the particular

agreements PUTSuant to which the relevant outgoings were incurred "merged in and

became part of the ordinary process of selling": 1/2 CLR at 405. "The advantage

which BP sought was to promote sales and obtain orders for petrol ...": 1/2 CLR at

397-8. The "payments Iwerel made to particular customers to secure their particular

custom": 1/2 CLR at 402. The payments occurred in the ordinary course of BP

Australia marketing its product. In contrast, the GME Expenditure did not occur as

part of or in the ordinary course of the Trustee's trading activities. The expenditure

acquired for the Trustee the statutory entitlements it required to enable it to conduct

its gaming activities for a period of 10 years: cfThawleyI, Full Court Reasons, 12961-

1299j IAB1171-[AB118].

Greenwood ACJ at Full Court Reasons, 11851-t19/1 IAB871-tan 891 refers further to

three particular considerations. However, his Honour erred in concluding that those

considerations support the conclusion that the character of the GME Expenditure was

on revenue account.

10
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' Full Court Reasons, [1541-[1751 IAB80]-tAB851
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33 In relation to the first consideration, Greenwood ACJ at Full Court Reasons, 11851

IAB87j found that the GME Expenditure was an outgoing incurred in relation to an

integrated hotel business which included gaining activities. Ho\\, ever, that fact does

not reveal the character of the outgoing. The advantage sought by tile expenditure

was to acquire statutory entitlements without which the Trustee could not conduct

garnino activities. The GMEs provided the TTListee with a component of its profit-

making structure that was required to carry on gaining activities for a period of 10

years

In relation to the second consideration, Greenwood ACJ at Full Court Reasons, 11861

IAB87j noted that if the Trustee did not acquire the GMEs it would not have any

income from gaining after 16 August 2012. His Honour further noted that the "loss

of profit contribution from gaining would have impsrilled the total undertaking" of

the Trustee. Those facts do not support the conclusion that the expenditure was on

revenue account. To the contrary, they reveal the character of the outgoing as one of

capital incurred to secure the right to carry on business activities in the nature of

gaining for a period of 10 years' The mere fact that an asset is required of a business

to maintain the income upon which it derives and relies, does not render the outlay

for that asset an outgoing of revenue. A tradesman might require a new truck because

his existing vehicle ceases to operate; notwithstanding the new truck is required to

maintain existing streams of income, the acquisition of that vehicle is clearly an affair

of capital as it goes to the profit-making structure of the business. '

At Full Court Reasons, [1871 [MB88] Greenwood ACJ stated that the "Trustee

incurred the outgoing to preserve the hotel business as a going concern. " However,

the Trustee achieved the preservation of its business as a going concern by acquiring

statutory rights to conduct gaming for a period of ten years, which but for the

acquisition it did not have. In those circumstances the outgoing is an affair of capital:

cf. Hallstroms Proprietary Limited at 641-2; see also Broken Hill Theatres Pty, Ltd v

Fader"I Coinmissio"," of Torch0" (1952) 85 CLR 423 at 433-434.

In addition, Greenwood ACJ maccurately described the Trustee as having incurred

the outgoing "to preserve revenue from gaming and to preserve the contribution the

gaining activities made to the derivation of revenue". However, prior to the outgoing

the Trustee could only receive income, through Tattersalls, from gaining at its hotel

10
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' AUSNe! T, .ansinission Gi. oup Pty Lid, Commissioner of Torch0" (2015) 255 CLR 439 at 450 t151
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until 16 August 20 12. The outgoing did not preserve an existing state of affairs. It

acquired for the Trustee new rights which but for the outgoing would not have

existed. It secured for the Trustee new entitlements pursuant to which it (and not

Tattersalls) would be able to conduct gaining for a 10 year period

The GMEs provided the Trustee with a right to derive income from garnino just as

the licence in Henrikseii v Gi. 4.1ion Hotel Lid 119421 2 KB. 184 (cited with approval

in BP Alls/I'll^ti) pennitted the taxpayer to retail 11qtior. '' Absent a licence the

taxpayer in that case would be unable to trade and unable to derive income. That fact

did not point to the licence fee in question being on revenue account. Nor, it follows,

does the prospect of being unable to derive income from gaining absent the GREs

point to the conclusion that the GME expenditure is revenue in nature.

37.

10

38 In relation to the third consideration, at Full Court Reasons, 11911 IAB891

Greenwood ACJ stated that "the Trustee could not afford to find itself in the position

where it could no longer carry on gaming activities" and that the "interdependence

of gaining activities with other activities conducted in the business of the hotel was

critical to the revenues and ultimately to profitability. " However, the GME

Expenditure secured for the Trustee the statutory entitlements it required to carry on

gaming activities for 10 years, The entitlements were assets that were added to and

fomied part of the profit making structure of the Trustee's business. On the tests set

out in Sun Newspapers Limited and Hallstroms Proprietary Limited the outgoing

which secured those assets for the Trustee are on capital account.

It is respectfully submitted that the reasoning and conclusion of Thawley I at Full

Court Reasons, 12801-t3021 tus1/21-tan 1191 were correct.

20

39.

Second Issue: Submission - the majority of the Full Court erred in finding that if the

CME Expenditure was an outgoing of capital or of a capital nature s 40-880(6) applied

and that the expenditure was deductible under s 40-880(2). The Full Court ought to

have held that the requirements for the application of s 40-880(6) were not satisfied

and accordingly by reason of s 40-880(5)(f) ino deduction was allowable under s 40-

880(2)"

In the event that the Gl\IE Expenditure is capital and therefore not deductible under30 40.

ro See also A"sNe! T, .a"sinissio" G"o11p Ply, Ltd, FCT (2015) 255 CLR 439 at 451 1161; Thawley I, Full
Court Reasons, t2931 IAB1161
'' Notice of Appeal, grounds 4-6
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s 8-I, the respondent seeks a deduction under 40-880(2). The issue as to the

application of s 40-880(6) arises because the GME Expenditure, if capital, formed

part of the cost base of the GMEs which were acqtiired by reason of the expenditure

The GMEs were CGT assets: s 108-5 of the ITAA. The GME Expenditure, ifcapital,

was required to be taken into account to determine the amount of a capital oain or a

capital loss from the happening of a CGT eventin respect of the GMEs, such as upon

their sale or expiry ss 104-10 and 104-25(I)(c) of ITAA. In fact they were disposed

of by the Trustee as part of the sale of the hotel by the Trustee on 9 November 2015.

In those circumstances, no deduction could arise under s 40-880(2) in respect of the

GME Expendifure because of s 40-880(5)(I), unless s 40-880(6) applied

In finding that s 40-880(6) applied, Greenwood ACJ (with whom MCKerracher I

agreed) misconstrued the meaning of goodwill. MaterialIy his Honour found the

"Trustee incurred the outgoing to preserve the hotel business as a going concern",

and further that the "value to the Trustee. .. of the right to conduct gaming (the critical

right attached to a GME), was solely attributable to the effect the right had on the

custom, patronage, revenue and profits of the hotel business": Full Court Reasons,

11871 IAB881, [2421 IAB991]; see also t2541 tus1021. On those findings the majority

ought to have held that s 40-880(6) did not apply.

Goodwill is a separate and distinct concept from the trading income and profits of a

business. Further, it is not a reference to a business as a going concern. Goodwill is

"the attractive force that brings in custom and adds to the value of the business":

Federal Commissioner of Torchon , Marry (1998) 193 CLR 605 (at t681; see also

t41,1201 and 1221); CSR , Pincer Done Inc 12018j HCA 59 at 1701,19/1.

In Place" Dome t20181 HCA 59 at 1971-t981, the plurality stated:

"Goodwill for legal purposes is different from, and is not to be confused with,

the "going value" or the going concern value of a business. These tenns are

not separate methods of valuing the same intangible. The distinction between

them is clear and, in the context of this appeal, important. As seen earlier,

goodwill represents a pre-existing relationship arising from a continuous

course of business - to which the "attractive force which brings in custom"

is central. Without an established business, there is no goodwill because there

Is no custom.
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Going concern value, on the other hand, is the ability of a business to generate
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income without interruption even where there has been a change In

ownership"12

The findiiio of Greenwood ACJ that the GME Expenditure \\, as incurred by the

Trustee to preserve the business as a going concern, involving as it must the

derivation of trading income and profits, has the consequence that the expenditure

did not answer the statutory description of being incurred "to preserve (but not

enhance) the value of goodwill". Further, the finding that the value to the Trustee of

the GMEs acquired by the expenditure was atin but able to, amongst other thinos,

revenue and profits necessarily excludes the conclusion that the value was solely

attributable to any effect the GMEs may have had on goodwill. In the circumstances,

s 40-880(6) did not apply. The error of law made by Greenwood ACJin relation to

the meaning of goodwill is manifest in his Honour's reasons at 12421 IAB991 in

which his Honour treated both the effect of the right to conduct gaining on "custom,

patronage, revenue and profits of the hotel business" and "the effect on the goodwill

of the integrated hotel business undertaking" as the one and the same: see also Full

Court Reasons, 12541 INBI021.

For the reasons set out below it is submitted that the dissenting judgment of

44

10

45.

Thawley J in relation to s 40-880(6) was correct.

Issue 2a: submission - the GME Ex enditure was not incurred b the Trustee to

20 but not enhance the value of o0dwill within the meanin of s 40-8806

46. Section 40-880(6) applies only to a very limited category of expenditure. The

category is delineated by three requisite characteristics. The first is that the

expenditare is incurred by the taxpayer "to preserve (but not enhance) the value of

goodwill". There are three matters to be noted about the statutory meaning of that

first requirement.

First, the expression "you incur to preserve (but not enhance) the value of goodwill"

refers to the purpose of the taxpayer ("you") in incurring the expenditure. The

relevant enquiry is to ascertain the purpose of the taxpayer rather than an objective

purpose of the expenditure: Star" , FCT (2007) 164 FCR 436 at 443-446,1321-t561.

So far as the taxpayer's purpose is revealed by its subjective state of mind, its purpose

is the result it seeks to achieve by the expenditure, not the reason why it seeks to

47.

30 48.

U See also Gageler J at 11761

reserve
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achieve that purpose. The taxpayer's motivation for expenditure does not answer the

statutory enquiry under s 40-880(6). In News Lii?lifed v South Sydney Dist}. IC/ Ri!gby

Lang, e Foolbd// Cmb L, mired(2003) 215 CLR 563 at 573 t181, Gleeson CJ stated:

"Purpose is to be distinguished from motive. The purpose of conduct is the

end sought to be accomplished by the conduct. The motive for conduct is the

reason for seeking that end. The appropriate description or characteris at ion

of the end sought to be accomplished mumose), as distinct from the reason

for seeking that end (motive), may depend upon the legislative or other

context in which the task is undertaken. Thus, for example, in describing, for

the application of a law relating to tax avoidance, the purpose of an

individual, or of an arrangement, It will be necessary to look at what is sought

to be achieved that is of fiscal consequence, not at a more remote, but fiscalIy

irrelevant, object, such as increasing a taxpayer's disposable income. "

Further, evidence as to objective facts, including what is achieved by the expenditure,

may be relevant to ascertaining the taxpayer's relevant state of mind: Thawley I, Full

Court Reasons, 13241 INBI251. In Sin"", C, minissio"," of Torch^" 120071 FCA 23,

65 ATR 86 (upheld on appeal)," French I referred to the question of purpose as an
issue of "state of mind" and stated:

10

49.

20

"The finding of a mental state as a fact referred to in a statute may be a

traditional process of inference based on objective and subjective evidence. "

(at 1281)

"The debate in this case was joined as a debate between a construction of s

224(2) which says that the "purpose" to which it referred is to be subjectiveIy

detennined and the construction which says it is to be objectiveIy detennined.

In my opinion however, the relevant dichotomy is between a mental state

linened by reference to subjective and objective evidence and a mental state

attributed on the basis of objective evidence which excludes consideration of

the actual mental states of those behind or entering into the scheme. " (at 1291)

"... even though it is the subjective mental state of a person that is to be

attributed, objective evidence about the likely effect of the person's conduct

may be the best evidence. " (at 1381)

30

'' Commissioner of Tara!ion v S!ary (2007) 164 FCR 436
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50. The second matter to note about the statutory construction of the first reqtiirement is

that s 40-880(6) describes the expenditure to which it applies by reference to only

one purpose, namely "to preserve (but not enhance) the value of goodwill". The

subsection Is not expressed in terms of the relevant expenditure being incurred for a

number of purposes that include a purpose of preserving (but not enhancing) the

value of goodwill: cf s 80B(5)(c) of the Inconie Tdx Assessi?!enirtct 1936 and FCT v

Sinde"is World dil!sir"/, by Ply Ltd (1978) 138 CLR 251 at 265 per Mason J

The final matter to note about the statutory construction of the first requirement is

that it is a further express requirement for the application of s 40-880(6) that the value

to the taxpayer of the right in respect of which the expenditure is incurred "is solely

atin but able to the effect that the right has on goodwill". Accordingly, the focus of

the subsection is upon expenditure, the requisite purpose and effect of which are both

prescribed by reference to goodwill.

It is submitted, having regard to the matters of construction referred to above, that it

is likely that the purpose "to preserve (but not enhance) the value of goodwill" which

is required by s 40-880(6) is the sole, dominant or main purpose for which the

taxpayer incurs the expenditure. It would not be sufficient to enliven s 40-880(6) if

the requisite purpose was simply one of a number of purposes of the taxpayer in

incurring the expenditure.

However, whether or not the requisite purpose referred to by s 40-880(6) is required

to be the sole, dominant or main purpose, it is submitted that s 40-880(6) does not

refer to a purpose of preserving (but not enhancing) the value of goodwill that is

merely incidental to another purpose. The statutory enquiry required by the language

of s 40-880(6) is to categorise the expendifure to which the subsection applies by

reference to purpose and effect. There is no apparent statutory purpose for

concluding that the process of characteris ation may or ought to be achieved by

reference to a purpose that is merely incidental to another purpose that does not

answer the statutory description of "to preserve (but not enhance) the value of

goodwill": cf ThawleyI, Full Court Reasons, 13391 [AB129].

It is not necessary in this case to determine whether the purpose of preservino but not

enhancing the value of goodwill is required by section 40-880(6) to be the sole,

dominant or main purpose of the taxpayer in incurring the expenditure. On the facts,

the Trustee incurred the GME Expenditure with the intention and object of acquiring

51.

10

52.

20 53.

30 54.
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the GMEs, which would authorise it to conduct ganTino as part of its hotel business

and to derive income therefrom for a specified period of ten years. The expenditure

achieved the object sought. That was not the purpose to preserve (but not enhance)

the value of o00dwill. The GMEs, the right to conduct gaining which they authorised,

and the income generated from the conduct of gaining were distinct and separate

from goodwill. Accordingly, the expenditure does not satisfy the statutory

requirement that it be incurred by the Taxpayer to preserve (but not enhance) the

value of goodwillwithin the meaning of s 40-880(6): cfThawleyI at 13391 IAB1291

The decision to the contrary by the majority of the Full Court involved a fundamental

error as to the meaning of goodwill. The majority incorrectly equated the purpose of

obtaining the right to conduct gaming and to derive income therefrom with the

purpose of preserving goodwill: see Full Court Reasons 12421-12451 IAB991-

IABIOO1. The object of preserving the value of goodwillmay have been a motivation

for seeking to obtain the right to conduct gaining, but the purpose of incurring the

GME expenditure was to secure that right and to enable gaining to be conducted for

the production of income.

At 1261 IAB231 of its reasons, the Tribunal found that the "evidence in this case was

that the purpose for incurring the expenditure was to secure entitlements for the

trustee to continue gaming activities which had previously been carried on by

Tattersalls at the trustee's premises". It further found that the "expenditure on the

gaining machine entitlements was to enable the trustee to derive directly the income

from gaming activities. ..". The Tribunal incorrectly concluded that "[t]hat purpose of

the expenditure . . . was, from a practical and business point of view, to preserve the

value of goodwill and was also reflected in the trustee's goodwill. " At 1245j IABIOOl

Greenwood ACJ accepted and relied upon that conclusion. For the reasons stated

above, the Tribunal's conclusion and Greenwood ACJ's acceptance of it are

erroneous and are premised on a misconception as to the meaning of goodwill.

The purpose of the taxpayer in this case is revealed by what the GME Expenditure

was designed to achieve and what it in fact achieved, namely the acquisition of the

statutory entitlements necessary for the Trustee to conduct gaining on gaining

machines for reward at its hotel on and after 16 August 20 12. Without the GMEs the

Trustee could not carry on gaining as part of its hotelbusiness. The Trustee's purpose

of incurring the GME Expenditure was to obtain the necessary statutory rights to

conduct gaining and to derive income therefrom for reward as part of its business.

10
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30
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The Tribunal and the majority of the Full Court erred in equating that purpose with a

purpose of preserving the value of goodwill: cfThawleyI at t3251-t3411 IAB1251-

IABi291

Issue 2b : Submission - the value to the Tiustee of the GMEs was ITot solel attributable to

the effect the had on o0dwill within the meaning of s 40-8806

58. The second requirement for the application of s 40-880(6) is that the expenditure is

incurred "in relation to a legal or equitable right. " The requirement was satisfied. The

GMEs, for which the GME Expenditure was outlaid, are the relevant "legal rights".

The third requirement for the application of s 40-880(6) is that the value to the taxpayer of

the right, in relation to which the expenditure is incurred, is solely antibutable to the effect

the Tight has on goodwill. The expression "atinbutable to" coiniotes a causal connection

between the subject matters to which the expression is applied: FCT V SI!n All^tince

myesiments Ply, Ltd (2005) 225 CLR 488 at 514 1801. Under s 40-880(6), the required

causal connection in this case is between the value to the Trustee of the GMEs and

any effect the GMEs had on goodwill. The word "solely" requires that there is no

other independent or collateral cause of the value of the GMEs to the Trustee apart

from their effect on goodwill: Ryder Mt, nic;pal Council v Macqtrarie University

(1978) 139 CLR 633 at 644.

The third reqtiirement is not satisfied. The GMEs had value to the Trustee separate

and independent from any effect they may have had on goodwill. They conferred on

the Trustee the right to conduct gaming for reward. The garnino conducted by the

Trustee PUTSuant to the GMEs resulted in substantial income. Without the GMEs no

gaming income would have been earnt by the Trustee after 16 August 2012. The

GMEs were intangible assets with inherent value. They were sold by the Trustee as

part of the hotelbusiness in November 2015: Thawley I at 13431 IAB1291.

In finding to the contrary the majority of the Full Court misconceived the meaning

of goodwill. The income stream produced from the gaining activities which the

GMEs authorised was a substantial financial benefit to the Trustee separate and

distinct from any consequence on goodwill. As stated above, having found that the

"value to the Trustee. . .of the right to conduct gaining (the critical Tight attached to a

GME), was solely attributable to the effect the right had on the custom, patronage,

revenue and profits of the hotel business" Greenwood ACJ ought to have held that

the third requirement of section 40-880(6) was not satisfied: 14/1-t431 above.
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62. At 12541 IABIOOl of the Full Court Reasons, Greenwood ACJ stated:

".... the value to the Trustee of the right was to preserve the oross revenue

and net profit of the hotelbusiness which, absent the expendittire, would have

been, at the very least, significantly diminished on the financial information

in evidence. It is difficult to see how the business underIakino of the Royal

Hotel could have survived o1 d// without the gross contribution to revenue

and the net contribution to profit from gaining, an activity entirely dependent

upon "the right"."

It follows from the above findings that, contrary to the conclusion of

Greenwood ACJ, the value to the Trustee of the GMEs was not solely attributable to

any effect they may have had on goodwill. Their value to the Trustee was at least

substantially attributable to the income generated from the gaining activities which

they authorised: cf ThawleyI at Full Court Reasons, 1343j IAB1291.

The value of the GMEs lay in their earning power as assets of the business. Without

the GMEs no gaining could be conducted and no gaining income could be derived

on and after 16 August 2012. In Mum, 193 CLR at 6251511 the High Court stated:

"Where the goodwill of a business largely derives from using an Identifiable

asset or assets, the goodwill of the business, as such, when correctly

identified, may be of small value. That is because the earning power of the

business will be largely commonsurate with the earning power of the asset or

assets. If the goodwill of a business largely depends on a trade mark, for

example, and the trade mark is fully valued, the real value of goodwill can

only reflect a value that is similar to the difference between the business as a

going concern and the true value of the net assets of the business including

the trade mark. A purchaser of the business will not pay twice for the same

source of earning power. "

Accordingly, s 40-880(6) is not enlivened and the GME Expenditure is not deductible

under s 40-880(2).

10
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Le isIative back ound to s 40-8806

66. The conclusion that the GME Expenditure is not expenditure to which s 40-880(6)

applies is supported by the background and purpose of s 40-880 generally, and s 40-
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880(6) in particular. " The legislative history of s 40-880 is set outin the dissenting

judgment of Thawley I at 13061-t3131 IAB1201-tan1221. Section 40-880 was enacted

in its current form'' with effect from I It11y 2005 by the Tclx L, Iws An!end!7181/1 (2006

Meds!!I. es NO I) ACi 2006 (Cth). The explanatory memorandum to the Tax Laws

Amendment (2006 Measures NO I) Bill 2006 (Explanatory Memorandum)

explained that s 40-880 was to be a "provision of last resort" for "certain business

capital expenditure" that was not "taken into account in some way elsewhere in the

income tax law"," for example "capital expenditure ... notincludedin the cost base

of a CGT asset orin the cost of a depreciating asset"."

In relation to s 40-880(6) specifically, the Explanatory Memorandum provides:

"2.70 Expenditure is deductible where it is incurred in relation to a lease or

other legal or equitable right, and the value of the expenditure to the taxpayer

arises solely from the effect that the right has in preserving, but not

enhancing, the value of goodwill. For example, capital expenditure may be

incurred in relation to a right that is both unlimited in duration, and which

merely prevents goodwill from being damaged. Such a right has no distinct

value in itself. Its value lies in the effect its existence has upon the value of

the goodwill. Such expense represents in substance a blackhole expense even

though it is in relation to an asset. Ischedule 2, item 30, subsection 40-880(6)l

2.71 Where a taxpayer incurs an expense in relation to a right and that Tight

enhances the value of the goodwill, or has an inherent value in itself then it

would not be appropriate to allow a deduction as a business related cost as

the expenditure does not represent a loss to the taxpayer. "

The Explanatory Memorandum at t2701, while directed at the exclusion in paragraph

(d) of s 40-880(5) rather than the exclusion in paragraph (1) (the relevant paragraph

in these proceedings"), is instructive of the purpose of s 40-880(6) which is to deal

10 67.

20

68.

'' Interpretation of a provision requires that regard be had to the gammatic meaning of the text, Its context,
and the legislative purpose: AQI'ec! Blue Skylnc , AUS!Julian BIOadcos!ing Authority (1998) 194 CLR 355 at
1781; arco" IND Alumina Pty Ltd, Coinmissio"er of Territory Reve"Me (2009) 239 CLR 27 at 46 1471,
inItss , Coffee!o1' of Customs (2014) 250 CLR 664 at 672 t221, FCTV ConsoMatedMedro Hold^^gs
Ltd (2012) 250 CLR 503 at t391; Military Rehab^Ina!ion and Compensation Commission , May (2016) 257
CLR 468 at 1101 and the cases therein cited
'' Apart from some minor amendments that are not relevant for present purposes
'' Explanatory Memorandum at t2.71, t2611
17 Explanatory Memorandum at t2.21
'' The parties do not dispute that the s 40-880(5)(d) exclusion does not apply to the CME expenditure.
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with nohts that have no inherent value in themselves. The GMEs do have inherent

value because they entitle the holder to conduct gaining and so derive gaming

income, and can be exchanged for value. In this way GMEs can be contrasted with,

for example, a restrictive covenant imposed on a departing employee which has no

value apart from its effect LIPon the attraction of custom. " It is apparent s 40-880(6)

was intended to nave limited application, where a legal or equitable Tight only has

value in relation to goodwill (the attraction of custom"). The GMEs are not such a

right

ORDERSPart Vll:

The Court should make the following orders69.

(1) The Appeal be allowed.

Order I of the Full Court of the Federal Court of Australia be set aside andin(2)

lieu thereof the following orders be made:

a. the appeal be allowed;

b. the decision of the Tribunal be set aside;

c. the appellant's objection decision be affinmed.

(3) There be no order as to costs of the Appeal.

Part rill: ESTIMATE FOR HEARING

It is estimated that 3 hours will be required for the appellant's oral argument.70
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Dated: 8 May 2019
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'' See Box v Commissionei. of rerunon (1952) 86 CLR 387 where a payment in relation to a resinctive
covenant was found to be paidin connection with the goodwill of the business, and approved in
Commissione, . of Stale Revenue v Placer Dome I"c [2018] HCA 59 at 161], t641, t871
20 placerDOme at 19/1
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